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Operation Infinity
TO: Commanding Officer 2nd Platoon of the 1st Force Reconnaissance Company (7th Fleet)
(detached duty to Project Omega of the Department of Defense)
(stationed Roswell AFB, New Mexico)
FROM: Admiral Jonas T. Hardwick, Commanding Officer, Project Omega.
DATE: 1235 zulu 12/12/95
AUTHORIZATION: Omega, Delta, Chi, Delta
DEPLOYMENT:
You will ready your Platoon for a Gamma Patrol of one month’s duration. Beginning at 0800 hour
12/16/95 you will deploy to Station 369 in Area 54 of the White Sand Proving Grounds. You will have
until 1200 hours to reach Station 369. At Station 369 you will meet Operational Specialists and
prepare for Gamma Patrol. The Mission is slated to begin at 2400 hours.
MISSION
You will be transported in the Infinity-One Vehicle. The Infinity-One will transport you to a location
corresponding to Area 54. You are to gather intelligence and information for one month at which time
you will transport back.
If for any reason you feel that Infinity-One will fall into hostile hands you are ordered to destroy
Infinity-One and go to Area 19 at Edwards AFB in California. There two months at 2400 hours
02/16/96 Infinity-Two will arrive for pickup. If you are not present then Infinity-Two will arrive two
weeks later at 2400 hours 03/02/96.
BACKGROUND
The Infinity-One is a Quantum Conveyor capable of inducing a change in the Quantum resonance of
objects. To a observer this will cause a disappearance of a object. Subsequent research has found
that when the quantum resonance is changed back to normal the object reappears. Probes as
indicated that objects are sent to the exact same physical location but devoid of the buildings and test
equipment that were originally in the location. Further probes has indicated no harmful side-effects on
living forms.
The last series of probes were mobile and were able to survey out to 1 km from the arrival point. All
test indicates that air is consistent with normal levels, that plant and animal life is consistent with the
White Sands region of New Mexico.
Also there are indications of human activities, several unknown radio transmissions were picked up
and recorded and jet contrails have been observed in the sky. In addition objects consistent with
satellites movement have been observed at night.
To date the radio transmissions have not been deciphered. There are two types one using a
amplitude modulation, and the other a phase modulation. In addition several types of shortwave, and
microwave transmission have been detected.
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